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ABSTRACT 
Models and algorithms are presented enabling an evaluation 
of the traffic efficiency of a telephone network under ab
normal working conditions and an optimization of network 
structures with reliability requirements. 

INTRODUCTION 
It is intended to provide the subscribers with a fair lael 
of service under most of the circumstances of the working 
of the network, including traffic surges and failures. This 
can be- obtained either by an appropriate design of -the ne~ 
work or by an adaptative network management (in fact acle
ver mixture of both is the best). Our concern in this p~r 
is to present : 
In section I : A computerized aid to prov~de us with a 

reliability evaluation of a network = the 
MALEPESTE model 

In section 11: A tentative definition of reliability para
meters. 

In section Ill: As an application : the optimal design of a 
network in order to provide a specified re
liability level under transmission breahbns 

We do not pretend to give an ultimate solution ,to this pr~ 
blem ; the methods are not even expected to be operational 
within a short delay. What we describe here are therefore 
essentially mathematical algorithms, and not operational 
rules to be used by network planners. 

I. THE MALEPESTE MODEL 

1.1. An overall description of the MALEPESTE model 

Consider a telephone network for which the structure and 
the offered traffics are given : the key aid which is used 
throughout this study, namely the MALEPESTE model, con- 
sists in a '-mathematical calculation of the blocked traffic 
at the network level, taking into account only the trunk 
group congestions. It has been purposely based upon very 
simple assumptions so that large real networks can be stu
died within reasonnable computer time and memory limits. 

The MALEPESTE model is an approximate generalisation for a 
network of the well known ERLANG formula and of the "equi
valent random trunkgroup" method. The application of these 
formulae may be summarized as follows : 

Let t be the traffic offered to a trunk group of K cir
cuits. The probability that a call is lost because all 
circuits are busy is given by ERLANG'S formula. 

- Consider now a set of trunk groups ; the traffic rejocted 
by each of them is offered to a same "second choice" 
trunk group, instead of being simply lost. The "equivalent 
random trunkgroup" method, using WILKINSON'S and lUPP'S 
formulae, gives the probability that a call is lost be
cause all 2nd choice circuits are also busy. 

The MALEPESTE algorithms involve a special arrangement 
within the list of the trunk groups of the network so that 
- trunk group TG goes "before" trunk group TG' whenever 

calls, being routed through the network, reach TG before 
TG' , 

- trunk group TG using TG' as 2nd choice also goes "before' 
TG' . 

Assuming that trunk groups are unidirectional and under the 
usual hierarchical traffic rn"t-;no rules, such an arrange
ment can alWays be found. 

1.2. The MALEPESTE-I Algorithm 
block1ng on trunk groups 

calculation of traffic 

- We start with a traffic matrix (T) in which an element 
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Tij is the given offered traffic from switching centre ito 
switching center j. Initially, the variance matrix (V) 
equals (T) (Poisson processes) : 
- A call having reached node i is routed towards its desti

nation via the node identified by the number Aij (first 
choice) or A'ij {second choice) ... 
Routing matrices (A), (A') .. , are input -data. 

- We go through the list of trunk groups, starting at the 
top of the list {the number of circuits Ci l of each t ruk 
group (i, I, is given). 

STEP I trunk group (i, 1) ; compute the offered tra f fic t 
and variance v : 
t =j ~~Tij ; v =j ~ ~ Vij 

~ = {j/Aij = 1 or A'ij = 1 or ..• } 

~ is the set of all destination nodes to which calls are 
sends from i via 1. 

STEP 2 

STEP 3 

using ERLANG'S formula (when v = t) or the equi
valent random method (when v # t) compute : the 
blocking probability Pil of (i, 1), 
- carried traffic and variance, t', u' 
- rejected traffic and variance, t", v". 

for each traffic flow i-j using trunk group (i , l) 
the rejected traffic remains to be carried and 
the carried traffic is now added to the offered 
traffic from 1 : 

j e: ~ 
r = Tij It proportion of flow i-j 
Tij + rt" 
V· . ~ rv" 
~J 

Tlj + rt' 
Vlj + rv' 

over the total. 

Whenever (i,l) is a last choice for flow i-j, the rejected 
traffic is definitively lost and accumulated:D + D + rt" 

STEP 4 If (i,l) is not the last trunk group in the list, 
take the next one and go back to I . If it is, 
stop there, D is the total amount of lost traffic. 

(The initial idea of this algorithm has been given to us by 
J. L. DEBIESSE of the CNET). 

1.3. The MALEPESTE-2 Algorithm 
point blocking probabilities. 

calculation of point-to-

We have so far calculated only the total lost traffic over 
all the network, and the blocking probability Pil on each 
trunk group. We are now going to evaluate the efficiency 
rate Eij separately for ~ach traffi: ~low i-j (Effiency=l
proport~on of lost traff~c on flow ~-J). 
-We start with an initial efficiency matrix (E) of which 
the diagonal components Eii equal I and the others are O. 
- We go through the list of trunk groupsin the reverse 
order. 

STEP I trunk group (i,l), Pil is known from MALEPESTE-I; 
for each j e: ~ compute : 
Eij + (I-Pil) Elj + Pil Eij 

STEP 2 If (i,l) is not the first trunk group in the list, 
then take its predecessor and go back to I, if it 
is,stop there; (E) represents the efficiency matrix. 

1.4. Validity and performance 

The main approximations we have made (otherwise a numeriali 
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solution could not be obtained) are : 
- the equivalent random method, 
- st~tistical independence of several merged traffics, 
- ~aluation of individual blocking probabilities for 

several flows overflowing on to the same 2nd choice 
trunk group. 

Furthermore, the obtained "efficiency" rate represents, in 
reality, an approximation to the probability that thefir& 
attempt of a call is not blocked because of a trunk group 
congestion. Any other interpretation would be incorrect. 

The algorithm has been implemented on a HB6080 computer 
(using magnetic tapes and disk facilities) and, until now, 
tested on 4 real networks: 
- Regional network of LILLE and AMIENS : involving ISO 

nodes and 1000 trunkgroups ; it requires : CPU time=lmn, 
memory = 23 Kwords. 

- Urban network of Paris Extra-muros : with 300 nodes and 
4000 trunkgroups ; the requirements are 3,2 mn CPU time 
and 26 K memory words· 

- Urban network of Paris Intra-muros : 280 nodes, 12000 
trunkgroups within 4,7 mn CPU time and 24 K words. 

- National long distance network covering more than half 
of the country : 1000 nodes, 25000 trunk groups within 
8 mn CPU time and 34 K words. 

We have to thank Mr. MASSON and Mr. MATIGNON who have con
tribued much in the .development of the programm. 

2. Traffic performance criteria and reliability objectives 
. for a telephonene'twork 

-2.1 .Traffic performance of a network under fixed conditions 

Using the MALEPESTE model, we calculate several parameters: 

~ = Global blocking probability total lost traffic 
,~tal offered traffic 

~x = percentage of the total traffic having a loss pro
bability lower than a fixed value x % . 

P = me.an value of blocking probability per flON. 
Px = percentage of the total number of flows which are 

given a loss probability < x % (giving the same 
weight to small and large flows). 

Parameters ~x and Px emphasize local efficiency degrada
tions, and take into account the necessity of sharing the 
quality of service between the various traffic flows of
fered to the network. Considering a given failure (reduc
tion of the number of available circuits for examplel or a 
traffic peak (variations in the offered traffic matrix), 
one can compare the performance of alternative network 
structures (figure I). 
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Figure) : 
Comparison of 2 structures (with different rules for 
traffic routing planning) in terms of repartition of 
of the efficiency between different flows. 

2.2Evaluation of the realiability of a Network 

In reality, many different perturbations occur randomly 
to disturb the smooth operation of the network. Itfaaows 
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that network reliability must be considered in respect to 
all possible conditions : knowing equipment failure rates 
and down time and statistical variations .of offered traffic 
(traffic peaks, ••. ) we are able to give values to such 
parameters as (figure 2): 

'If = m:ean global blocking probability throughout , the total 
working time. 

~y= percentage of the total working time during which ~ is 
lower than a fixed value y %. 

P~= percentage of the total working time during which Px 
is lower than a fixed value y %. 

Parameters such as ~y and Px emphasize time limited effie~ 
cy degradations. 
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The effects of an uniforme overload Figure 2 
P6 = proportion of traffic with efficiency~6 % 

2.3,.Reliability objectives ; normal and impaired service 

Network degradation y 

CATASTROpHIC t--..... _ 

LEVEL 

IMPAIRED 
LEVEL 

Figure 3 : 

network 

Characteristic function and reliability constraints· 
Network I satisfies the constraint~ 
Network 11 does not. 

The user's concern is to get the best possible .service 
during the greatest possible proportion of the time para
meters such as p* (in which x is the quality of service 
level and y is the time proportion) exactly fit with this 
concern. It would therefore seem to be normal to build 
network structures satisfying constraints on this parameter. 

When observing a network, it may be noted that, most ofde 
time (during which no equipment is out, or traffic is at a 
normal level), the grade of service is satisfactory. We 
therefore define different levels for the traffic perfor
mance of a network at a given time (figure 3). 

NORMAL SERVICE % pS 0 
No traffic flows receives a loss probability worse than 
5 % • 

- IMPAIRED SERVICE : p~o = 0 
No traffic flow recelves a loss probability worse than 

50 %. 

- CATASTROPHIC SERVICE : pso + 0 
Traffic flows have a loss probability worse than 50 %. 

~ : The figures are arbitrary, their values will be fixed 
when a cost evaluation of a reliable network is made. 
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Therefore, the reliability constraints to be satisfied are: 

- NORMAL SERVICE PERIOD = Ps > 99 % 
During 99 % of the time, the maximal loss probability of 
any flow must be under 5 %. 

- IMPAIRED SERVICE PERIOD: pO ) 99,9 X 
During 99,9 % of the time, ~Re maximal loss probability 
of any flow must be under 50 %. 

However, when we venture beyond an evaluation algorithm 
into optimizing a network, these point-to-point constraints 
are mathematically intractable ; this is the reason for 
which we put constraints on the blocking probability of 
trunkgroups instead : for example, assuming that the lon
gest path between two nodes involves at most 5 trunk groups, 
the following conditions (figure 4): -

- NORMAL SERVICE : no last choice trunk with blocking pro
bability > I % 

- IMPAIRED SERVICE 
probability> 10 % 

no last choice trunk with blocking 

are sufficient to meet the initial requirements. 

Figure 4 

I % 
MAIN TRANSIT LEVEL _ 

SECONDARY TRANSIT LEVEL 

A I % congestion rate on each last choice 
trunk group is sufficient to ensure a 5 % 
point to point los~ probability. 

3. Application of the MALEPESTE model to the reliability 
in a telephone network in case of transmission breakdowns 

When a transmission link is interrupted, the circuits it 
carries are out of order and consequently, the number of 
circuits of some trunkgroups decreases. There results a 
perturbation in the network. 

We will first try to evaluate the effects of the break
down on the grade of service and then consider the means 
to keep it at a required level in any case of perturbadons 
This study will be limited to the case of one link down at 
a given time. Th~ simultaneous failures of two or more 
links will give an opportunity for further investigations. 

3.1. Evaluation of the perturbation 

3.1.1. Circuit routing in the transmission network 

To evaluate the effect of the failure of a link, we need 
to know the routing of the trunkgroup. A typical routing 
cart be determined using a programm named SECURAD, the 
inputs of which are : 
- the list of the transmission links of the network with 

their c-apacities in circuits, 
- the list of the trunk groups (with their numbers of cir

cuits) which have to be routed through the network. 

It outputs the list of the carried trunkgroup circuits for 
each transmission link. When a link goes down, we therefore 
have all the information we need on the loss of trunkg~ 
capacity. 

The programrn allows for "multirouting", i.e. a trunkgroup 
may be routed over two or more different paths if they 
exist. The number of paths for each trunkgroup is defined 
by the user of the programm. In this study, two different 

routing policies are tested ; 
-PI each trunkgroup is routed over one path only (unirou

ting). 
-P2 each trunkgroup of more than 24 circuits is routed 

over two paths, and the others over one path (birou
ting). 
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3.l~2. Use of the ~iALEPESTE model to evaluate the effects of 
a transmission link breakdown 

When a link is out of order, the number of circuits of the 
damaged trunkgroups is updated in the list of trunkgroups 
and the MALEPESTE model gives us : 
- for each last choice trunkgroup, the lost traffic, 
- for the whole network, the total amount of lost traffic. 

The traffic performance criteri~ defined above, may then 
be computed. 

The results obtained by the experimentation of this method 
on a few links, did not lead to an e:lSy method of compudng 
the performance criteria. The case of each individual link 
is quite specific and a separate execution of the programm 
MALEPESTE is needea. It was therefore decided to simulate 
all possible link failures in the network. 

3.1.3. Simulation of all link failures 

The MALEPESTE programm has been modified to be used in a 
loop, enabling the simulation of a lot of link failures 
during the same run. It became necessary to decrease the 
CPU time of the ~EPESTE programm. For this purpose 
- the ~EPESTE-2 algorithm was suppressed, 
- all the initializations (with the exception of the traf-

fic matrix (T) and the numbers of trunkgroup circuits); 
are made once for all the links at the beginning of the 
programm, 

- the loss or rejected traffic ratio is computed for each 
trunkgroup - at the beginning of the simulation. After
wards, for each failure, it -is only computed for the per
turbed trunkgroups. 

These two modifications enable, in the case of the AMIENS
LILLE network, the simulation of about one hundred link 
failures within 30 mn CPU time. 

3.1.4. An -example: the regional network of LILLE and 
AMIENS (north of France : Figure 5) 

Figure 5: The transmission links in the regions of 
LILLE & AMIENS 

We show here a practical method for characterizing the re
liability of a network by the means of a representative 
function of the grade of service taking account of the 
transmission failures. This function will represent the 
total loss of traffic in terms of the duration of the fai-

_lures. The failures are arranged in decreasing order of 
total lost traffic as given by MALEPESTE-I. 

Thus assuming that the failure durations are known, it is 
possible to draw these functions. For each failure, we . 
have taken the same down time in the absence of more prea
se information. We tested routing policy PI and obtained 
the function given in figure 6. 

3.2. Reliability policies 

We now intended to improve the network characteristicfunc
tion obtained for the routing policy PI. Different policies 
may be tested : 
- routing policy P2 instead of PI, 
- systematic overflowing of each direct trunkgroup on to 

a hierarchical trunkgroup , 
- overdimensioning of the last choice trunkgroups, 
- stand-by protection for some links. _ 

~enever oversizing of trunkgroups is not too expensive, 
it is more suitable than stand-by .transmission protection 
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in the sense that it gives extra~capacities available for 
other c,ircumstances such as traffic surges). 

F"igure 6 : Characteristic functions of a telephonp. 
network 

~otal lost traffic (ERLANG) 
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Cumulated breakdown durations 
3.2.1. Routing policy P2 

A new characteristic function was found. It shows that the 
perturbations in the network are more frequent but lessim
portant for P2 than for PI (Figure 6). 

3.2.2. Overdimensioning of the last choice trunkgroups 

For each last choice trunkgroup, the standard MALEPESTE-I 
model computes the traffic loss from the number of circuits 
and the mean and variance of the offered traffic. In place 
of this, we now determine the number of circuits necessar~ 
to ensure a loss rat"io <x %. For each last choice trunk
group : 
- if the traffic in impaired conditionsis different from 

the one in normal conditions, 
- or if the number of circuits in impaired conditions is 

different from the one in normal conditions, 
-then the number of" circuits necessary to ensure the requi
red grade of service, is computed from the required loss_ 
ratio, traffic mean and variance. Let : 
- M be the number of transmission links, 

Ci be the number of circuits of trunkgroup i, 
- Cnl the number of circuits of trunkgroup i, necessary to 

ensure the required grade of service, when link j is out_ 
of-order. 

Each link failure of the network is simulated. For each 
last choice trunkgroup i, it is then possible to determine 
the number of circuits CNi which ensures the required gra
de of service, in any case of failures: 

CNi = Max cni 
j = I, M 

In tests on the regional network of LILLE and AMIENS, we 
obtained a new characteristic function of the network as 
shown in figure 6 for the PI policy. The results concer
ning the overdimensioning of the last choice trunkgroups 
are summarized in figure 7. 
For the routing policy P2, the repartition of the overcapa
cities on the trunkgroups is more regular than for the ," rou
ting policy PI. 

This simulation also gives for each da~ged last choice 
trunkgroup i, the number of circuits CiJ to be kept in 
service at any cost when link j goes down. We have : 

C~ Cn~ - Cr~ 
~ ~ ~ 
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where CrI (I Ci) is the number of available circuits of the 
damage trunkgroup i, when link j is out of order. 

In estimating the cost of this security policy, we have to 
take two terms into account : 
- the cost of overdimension!ng the trunkgroup~ 
- the cost of securizing eXJ circuits# 
We also noticed that some tfunkgroups had to be considerab~ 
overdimensioned to allow · for ' jus:tone case of link fa:Llure : 
~'-e then had the idea to securize them by the means of stand
by capacities whenever it is cheaper to do so. 

Routing policy Mono PI IB! P2 
Total number of circuits '28935 circuits 

Mean number of links over which i1.15 ,11.24 
once circuit is routed. segment/circuit 
(Total number of segments 
of circuit ) (33225 ,(35819 

."" mul tirouting cost segments) segments) 
Number of additional circuits 6500 .4633 on last choice trunk groups 

circuits circuits 
~ overdimensioning cost 
Number of segments of circuit 
to be securised by stand-by 22600 23187 
protection segments segments 

"" transmission protection cost 

Figure 7 : 
Two structures for the network AMIENS + LILLE 
for which grade of service is normal even when 
whatever link is out. 

(with no traffic rerouting procedure) 

3;"2.3. Overdimensioning or stand-by protection 

Every time, the decision is taken to securize,a link wit~ 
stand-by capacities, it is not necessary to s1mulate aga1n 
the failures on the whole network. In fact, to" compute the 
value of the CNi' it is not necessary to take into ac:o~nt 
the failures of the links securized by stand-by capac1t1es. 

In further investigations, we aim to elaborate a method 
maintaining an optimal balance between reliability by means 
of traffic rerouting on overdimensioned trunkgroups and re
liability by means of circuit rerouting on stand-by trans
mission capacities ; to this end, we have already developed 
certain algorithms (heuristics) which will be presented 
later. 

Conclusion 

Up to now, a main objective has been the definition of mo
dels enabling the study of the security in a telephone net
work and the comparison" of different security means, sucha~ 

multi routing , 
- overdimensioning of the last choice trunkgrou~, 
- stand-by capacities; 

The latest developments of this study concern the determi
nation of the least cost reliability policies. \\Te have to 
examine how these optimal network structures change when 
considering different equipment costs, or when puttingstric
ter requirements on reliability.On the other hand,we are al
ready able to give the operational services an indicati~n a,s 
mwhether their decisions will increase or decrease re11ab1-
lity. The ultimate objective is to provide the network plan
ners with operational aids to decision (rules and computer 
programms) which will ensure that the real network finally 
becomes as reliable as it should be. 
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